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Recruitment day for Westpfalz-Klinikum
Porta Futuro, Rome - 25th February 2020

The Employer

The Westpfalz Klinikum is an academic hospital, cooperating with Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz from 1977 to 2011. Nowadays, it is headquarters of the Faculty of Medicine of the prestigious Heidelberg University. The hospital has 4 structures, 29 clinics, 10 departments and 3 institutes and covers all areas of modern medicine. Strict quality control and close interdisciplinary cooperation ensures optimal assistance. They are looking for high emphatic and team oriented nurses to offer a high quality job and career chances.

On the occasion of the recruitment day, representatives from the hospital will come to Rome to present the job opportunities and interview the candidates. An Adviser from Your first EURES job - Reactivate team will provide information about the possibility to apply for financial benefits within the EU Projects.

Open positions

- **15 Nurses** for several units: Stroke Unit, IMC, ICU, Operation theater, Anesthesiology, Cardiology, Nephrology, Transplants Medicine, Neurology, Oncology, Gynecology, Gastroenterology

Working conditions

Type of contract: **Employment contract**
Duration: **Permanent, full time**
Work starting date: **01/09/2020**
Education requirement: **University degree in Nursing**
Gross salary (EUR):
- starting from 2801,20 + extras (internal medicine)
- starting from 2972,44 + extras (operating room + ICU)
- possibility to work before obtaining title recognition (2353,39 + extras)
- annual bonus: 80% of the salary
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✓ **Requirements**
  - EU + Norway and Iceland citizenships
  - Residence in any of the EU Member States + Norway and Iceland (not Germany)
  - Registered on Reactivate/YfEj platform with a complete CV in English
  - University degree in Nursing

✓ **Language knowledge:**
  - To participate in the selection there are no specific language requirements. Candidates will be assisted by an interpreter during the interviews. Courses to obtain B2 German certification (necessary to work in Germany) can be attended after being selected.

**Procedure to participate in the selection:**

To participate in the selection it is necessary to be registered on Reactivate/YfEj Platform: [http://www.yourfirsteuresjob.eu/login](http://www.yourfirsteuresjob.eu/login)

The CV inserted must be written in English and COMPLETED in all the fields.

Once you are registered and have COMpletely filled in your CV, please contact [jobmobility@cittametropolitaromacapitale.gov.it](mailto:jobmobility@cittametropolitaromacapitale.gov.it), indicating “YFEJ: Recruitment day Westpfalz” in the object.

You will be given further instructions to complete the registration to the event.
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